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Brief History

It is a service of the Council for British Archaeology, run with the support of all
major historic environment sector organizations from UK and Ireland.

Scope and Coverage

BIAB online coverage provides references to: online & hard-copy
publications; local, regional, national & international publications; books,
articles, conference proceedings & grey literature. It covers the major
publications relating to the archaeology of Great Britain and Ireland. It will also
cover more general literature on archaeology; monument conservation and
heritage management; public and political aspects of archaeology; and the
sciences as applied to archaeology. The BIAB covers long archaeological period,
from Palaeolithic to present times. There are almost 200,000 references from
over three centuries of scholarship and over 1,500 new records added each year.
BIAB does not cover heraldry, historical topics with no explicit archaeological
component, industrial history (as opposed to industrial archaeology), museology
(unless it affects archaeological collections), or paintings (unless they have a
particular archaeological significance or are physically attached to buildings).

Kind of Information

The BIAB provides a very good browse option for retrieve the documents with
bibliographic information. The types of document are journals, monograph series,
monographs, people and organization.
Under type monographs list of entries are present with bibliographic information
such as type, author, year etc. Again under a title detail bibliographic information
also presents. An example (screen shot) is given below.

Under type monograph series

Under type journals

Under type people

The list of authors present here. Under one particular author bibliographic
information of his/her contributions are present. e.g.:

Under type organization

The list of organization present here. Under a particular organization
bibliographic information of their publication are present. e.g.:

Special Features

 The BIAB online service now includes:




User accounts & saved search results facilities
Export of search results in html, pdf or BibTex format
Over 55,000 grey literature references from England's Archaeological
Investigations Project (AIP)

 In Contact option e-mail facility is available.

Arrangement Pattern

All information or documents under a particular category in “Browse option” are
presents in alphabetic order. Some print screens are given below for example.

List of journals under alphabet “A” arranged alphabetic order

List of monograph series under
alphabet “A” arranged alphabetic order

List of monograph under alphabet
“B” arranged alphabetic order

List of people under alphabet “A” arranged alphabetic order

List of organization under alphabet “A” arranged alphabetic order.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

It provides bibliographic reference with abstracts, covering all aspects of
archaeology and the historic environment, and every chronological period, with a
geographical focus on Britain and Ireland. Generally it supports all kinds of
research work.
 A catalogue of British scientific and technical books
(http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/bibliography/32322#/summary)
 The Philosopher’s Index (http://philindex.org/)
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